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Do you find it challenging to bring your innovative ideas to life? The journey from 
concept to execution is often hindered by siloed teams, fragmented data sources, 
and insufficient tracking tools. Enter the Product Roadmap Pro App – your 
solution to making idea execution a breeze. Whether you're a visionary Product 
Innovator or an Executive striving for innovation alignment, this app streamlines 
the process, bridging strategic gaps and facilitating a cohesive workflow. 

Unlock the potential of your ideas with comprehensive, concrete, and integrated 
systems. Move from scattered thoughts to strategic actions, bringing your 
innovative product visions to life. Experience unparalleled transparency through a 
centralized hub that replaces disjointed systems with cohesion.

Transform 
Your Ideas 
into Reality

ResultWareTM

ResultWare™ is a suite of Power Apps that help to streamline any Lean 
process in your business. Whether you’re planning a Kaizen event or 
creating a Strategy Deployment plan, all apps in the ResultWare™ suite 
are designed to give you the results you need to achieve your Lean goals. 

Built on Microsoft’s revolutionary Power Platform, your
organization can seamlessly integrate any or all Power Apps into your 
organization without disrupting any of your existing software. And the 
best part, save hundreds of thousands of dollars a year with no recurring 
subscription fees.

SIMPLE

RELIABLE

ADAPTIVE

The app can replicate Excel 
user experience

Data is secure & available,
not saved in files 

Meets virtually all 
IT requirements

CollaborativeCohesive Automated

KEY FEATURES:

• Fill strategic gaps with a complete, strategic approach to product development. 
• Visualize ideas on customizable canvases to refine concepts. 
• Real-time dynamic roadmaps ensuring agility and adaptability. 
• Align cross-functional teams towards common goals to foster collaboration. 
• Automated analytics to track performance effortlessly.  



Product Roadmap Pro App

� IDEA CANVAS: Visually map and manage early-stage ideas on customizable canvases, refining 
concepts and funneling them into strategic roadmaps. 

� SMART ROADMAPS: Integrate roadmaps to automatically aggregate based on changes, offering 
real-time visibility into strategic plans and product workflows. 

With an intuitive visual interface, the Product Roadmap Pro app replaces scattered documentation and 
status meetings with integrated data. Calendarize roadmaps to track progress, align cross-functional 
teams, and monitor success metrics automatically. 

The result? Ideas seamlessly flow from conception to launch, supercharging strategy execution and 
turning innovative visions into products that drive business success. Experience the power of Product 
Roadmap Pro – where innovation meets execution. 

ONE-STOP TRANSFORMATION SHOP

HOW DO YOU GET STARTED?
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Request a Consult With: info@leanfocus.com

How Does the 
App Work?

The Product Roadmap Pro app integrates seamlessly with your 
existing infrastructure through low-code configuration, ensuring 
complete security and easy accessibility for all. The app comprises 
two central components for streamlined execution: 

Four product canvases

One 5-Year roadmap.


